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JVA, Mastication and Digital Occlusal Analysis in Diagnosis and Treatment of Temporomandibular Disorders

Serdar Gözler

Abstract

Temporomandibular joint disorder (TMJ) is a complex and multifactorial functional disorder. Best approach in the treatment of TMJ disorders needs in detail proper diagnostic study. Joint vibration analysis (JVA) device, a new age technology and one of the most important diagnostic tools, is used for detecting intra-articular sound vibrations. Every type of vibration in different frequencies shows us the status of joint. Evaluation can be made after analyzing the results applying to a diagram. Like Combining of the sound vibration diagnostic techniques with other examination methods may be very meaningful in efforts of treating TMJ problems. Another diagnosis method is the evaluation of chewing movements. Best chewing efficiency is the most important purpose of masticatory system. Final product is a very important indicator for the efficiency of the mastication, and chewing pattern. T-Scan digital occlusal analyzing system is another important occlusal diagnostic instrument. Digital occlusal analysis system is currently the most powerful method of TMD clinics for treatment of patients with muscle pain dysfunction syndrome. Digital occlusal analysis system allows us to perform the MPDS treatments, splint and occlusal rehabilitation. The three important diagnostic systems are described in this chapter.
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1. Introduction

Temporomandibular joint disorders (TMD) is one of the highly complicated fields in dentistry [1, 2]. It can emerge in various manners at any time during human life with symptoms such as limited mouth opening, pain at TMJ area, pain in masticatory muscles, headache specially around anterior temporal area, sounds emerging from temporomandibular joints, morning soreness, bruxism, clenching, head and neck pains, attrition and/or abfraction of teeth, internal derangement of temporomandibular disks, decreasing of volume in the synovial liquid. Temporomandibular joint disorder is a functional disturbance. Temporomandibular joints, masticatory muscles, teeth, bones and the central nerve system are all involved in TMJ pathology [3–6]. For many years, clinicians have employed various mechanical tools for diagnosis and to understand the reasons for the problem [7]. Due to the development of the chipset technology and software programming, we have now device-based diagnostic tools, joint vibration analysis, joint tracking measuring mastication analysis, computer-based occlusal analysis devices, and so on [8–10] available. However, there are still many questions and discussion points about some of the device-based diagnostic techniques [9]. These kind of device-based technologies require studying with a new methodology. Joint vibration analysis, joint tracker and mastication analysis, electromyography, tens devices and finally digital occlusal analysis systems all need new methodologies. That is to say if you have enough knowledge on how to conduct a joint vibration analysis or a digital occlusal analysis, it is possible to collect a lot of useful information with these devices [11–14].

All these symptoms are assembled under TMJ pathology [10, 15–19]. In dentistry, there is no other problem that must be managed in a multidisciplinary fashion like TMJ disorders.

Occlusal trauma that may occur after restorations is one of the biggest causes of temporomandibular disorders [20–23]. Dental extraction and orthodontic restorations are also important conditions that cause this discomfort [22, 24–27].

A large number of devices and methods are used for diagnosis and treatment of temporomandibular disorder. The reason for this is not only the complexity of the problem but also the demand for the use of noninvasive methods [10, 28–31].

For example, if you have enough knowledge about the joint vibration analysis or if you can use digital occlusal analysis properly, you can access very important information about the temporomandibular disorder [17, 32–34]. In addition, you may also have the opportunity to see and avoid pathology that may be related to joints according to the course of the treatment of the initial chewing pattern of orthodontic treatments [35–37]. However, it is very important to know how to use these devices, what their capabilities are, and how effective they can be so that it can be done. The predisposing factors of temporomandibular joint disorders can be eliminated before presenting whether all these devices are professionally used [28, 38–40].

Nowadays, one of the most widely used diagnostic tools in the examination of the pathology of temporomandibular joints is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique [4, 11, 15]. MRI represents the golden standard among the temporomandibular diagnostic tools [41]. However, its acquisition is more difficult and costly than other diagnostic tools. Moreover, MRI examination of children is very difficult and complicated.
Craniomandibular dysfunctions are often multistructural [42] and intracapsular problems are one of the most important subjects that have been studied by dentists for a long time [33, 40, 43]. Normally, if there is no problem in a joint, no sound comes from that joint. There is no distortion in the relationship between joint-disk-articular surface. Joint is lined with synovium secreted for lubrication and nutrition. Joints are connected to a common bone, and therefore, they function together. Normal joints produce very little friction and vibration. If there is degeneration in the joint, there is sound in the joint [44–47]. The sound spectrum may be bigger or less than the human hearing limits. Scientific research has shown that TMJ sounds have been well categorized. Every TMJ sound is like a signature to a problem [48]. Since sound is a pressure energy, it has a particular frequency.

Another kind of useful information source is spectrum of TMJ sound. TMJ sounds have distinctive characteristics in clinical diagnosis efforts. Additionally, clinical-arthrographic investigations correlate arthrographic characteristics of intracapsular dysfunction of the temporomandibular joint with sound analysis. Sound patterns are reproducible and provide a noninvasive tool for diagnosis and treatment [14, 49].

In Figure 1, a graphic illustration screen shows the results of a clinical software that recorded and analyzed sounds emitted from the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) during simple function as a means for differentially diagnosing disorders of the joint. The patient’s mouth opening distance is measured as 45 mm max. The repeated sounds emitted from the left joint peaks at around 43 mm. Spectral analysis of the same patient is shown in Figure 2.

Generally, spectral analysis considers the problem of determining the spectral content (i.e., the distribution of power over frequency) of a time series from a finite set of measurements, by

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Maximum opening of the mouth is marked as 45 mm; however, there is a crepitation sound in the left joint at 43 mm of opening of the mouth. The crepitation sound was detected at this level in which head of the condyle is almost at the end of the protrusion. The condyle condition may be considered as only some ligament laxity.
means of either nonparametric or parametric techniques. At JVA Sweep window of Figure 2, sound energy frequencies of left joint are shown on a time line.

Sounds due to temporomandibular joint disorders have been studied for a long time and are classified to the particular groups [45, 47, 50–52]. Very well-known sound frequencies belong to the “click” sound energy (Figure 3). A 2x zoom view of the click sound is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Spectral analysis considers the problem of determining the spectral content. Differences between energies of left and right joints are very clear. In this case, aggregation place of peak frequency is very close to the max opening limit, intracapsular deterioration has just started and it is only the beginning phase. We may consider this finding as only an MPD syndrome.

Figure 3. Click-type TMJ signal, TMJ signal (by) frequency of click sound followed by crepitation sound starts. Crepitation wave is shown on the left TMJ.
In Figure 4, max mouth opening is 45 mm, and a click sound is spotted around 30 mm. The click sound is located just before the eminencia.

Another important frequency type is crepitation: (Figure 5).

Figure 4. After six cycles of frequencies, average level of the click sound is around 30.4 mm of this patient who has a mouth opening of 45 mm. Location of the click sound is around the anterior part of the glenoid fossa. In this case, crepitation wave followed by the click sound must be considered an aggravation of the problem.

Figure 5. Crepitation wave is located just before a click frequency. It is located at the opening distance of 33.0 mm, where the patient’s maximum opening distance is 49 mm.
2. How can we detect Temporomandibular joint sounds?

We can detect the temporomandibular joint sounds using frequency accelerators. An accelerator is neither a microphone nor an ultrasound; it is a typical sound receptor. In Figure 6, a typical sound accelerator is shown designed by Bioresearch Inc. (Milwaukee, USA).

The overall accuracy of clinical testing for TMD, using both auscultation and palpation, is 43% [53]. Vibration sound analysis procedure aids in diagnosis and thus can be helpful in treatment decisions (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Research shows that experienced clinicians correctly diagnose the status of the TMJ less than 50% of the time. Inexperience can only increase this margin for error.

Figure 7. Wavelet transform viewer of a patient.
3. Clinical application of the joint vibration analysis

Condylar pathology is linked to articular surface degenerations [54]. Joint vibration analysis tests are helpful for the evaluation of the significance of joint sounds and can help us decide whether the condition is a progressive or degenerative one. Research shows that experienced clinicians correctly diagnose the status of the TMJ less than 50% of the time [53].

According to the Akin et al. [51],
1. Click: very short duration with high amplitude peaks,
2. Click with crepitation: a short duration click followed by multiple low amplitude peaks,
3. Hard crepitation: short duration, medium or high amplitude multiple peaks in low-frequency range,
4. Soft crepitation: long duration, low amplitude, multiple peaks that cover the whole frequency range.

The evaluation can be made according to the data mentioned above or a special table (suggested by Bioresearch Inc., Milwaukee, USA) is shown in **Figure 8**, which is useful in clinical practice.

![JVA Flow Chart](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/intechopen.72528)

**Figure 8.** Clinical evaluation chart suggested by Bioresearch Inc., Milwaukee, USA.
The following evaluations can be made with the JAVA analysis data:

1. **DD** = Disk displacement without reduction,
2. **DDR** = Disk displacement with reduction,
3. **PDDR** = Partial disk displacement with reduction,
4. **EDJD** = Early degenerative joint disease,
5. **ADvDJD** = Advanced degenerative joint disease.

Subgroups of these main groups can also be reached with the help of additional clinical findings.

Evaluation study must start with a total integral value found in the chart. Second stage is the maximum mouth opening value of the patient, measured between the distance of anterior lower and upper teeth. Overbite distance must be added to the measured mouth opening value. Lateral deviation distance also must be measured, as it will be evaluated in the examination. To properly assess temporomandibular sounds, joint vibration sounds should be assessed with the patient’s mouth opening and closing movements.

Joints are located in the glenoid fossa at the maximum occlusion position of mandible and during the opening of the mouth, translation movement is accompanied by rotation movement. Joint vibration analysis must be calibrated with other clinical findings, such as the

![Figure 9. A patient’s JVA record, total integral value has been found after capturing the frequencies of pathological sounds. According to the value of maximum opening distance, total integral value, integral >300 Hz and ratio of >300/<300 Hz value; in this case, "ligament laxity situation" may be considered.](image-url)
maximum occlusion position. The patient is said to strike his teeth strongly, so at this moment a big and equal frequency in both side can be spotted. This is the maximum occlusion position, and other intermediate frequencies indicate deterioration in the joint (Figure 9).

Case No.1.

Patient D.Y. 24 years old, Female (History of the Patient, translation from her voice record).

My name is D…Y…. Sounds coming from my joint, especially after lunches …. it started 4 months ago, a tooth extracted from here (showing left side her face), I think this is the reason of my problem … I had it treated, because of a problem here…. Dr. xxxx made the extraction procedure, after the extraction great possible, I heard some cracking sounds. I cannot eat. When I eat something I hear a click sounds, I also have headaches.

“Clinician’s Question: When you have your headache?”

Around afternoons, but not too strong, I mean I hear only click sound. It comes from my left side, from my left joint; tooth extraction was made on that side. I have no more pain, only there is click sound “click (click sound)”. Oh! I want to add something more, I am in orthodontic treatment since the last year.

The patient’s JVA record results as follows (Figures 10 and 11):

We must consider the Left Joint as problem. If we apply the numerical data to JVA flow chart as follows:

![JVA data chart]

Figure 10. The patient’s JVA data show that the total integral value of the left joint is bigger than the right joint. This value is 47.3 and indicates a problem. Integral>300 Hz value is 7.8 and ratio value is 0.20.
4. JT mastication analysis

Chronic temporomandibular disorder (TMD) patients, specifically those with severe symptomatology, shows a reorganized activity, mainly resulting in worsening functional performances [55]. Mastication is one of the most important vital functions of human being. Occlusal disorders can cause people to swallow food without chewing enough. Shimshak and DeFuria showed that TMD patients have, on average, 112% more digestive complaints (in terms of the cost of medical treatment) than a comparable normal group [56]. High-level masticatory performance is the main purpose of dental restorative studies. Chewing pattern is linked to occlusal relationship, it may vary with the occlusal model [57, 58]. Studies have focused on two main types of motions:

- physiologic (functional) movements which occur during chewing
- nonphysiologic movements such as maximal opening/closing or lateral excursions.

Figure 11. Total integral value is 47.3 (see Figure 10), and this value places between the range of 20 and 80. Second step maximum opening mouth is 39 mm, and this value is between the range of 30 and 40. Third step is “integral >300 Hz” value which is 7.8, and it is located in the 3+ area. Finally, we look the value of “ratio” which is 0.20 of this patient, and it is located in the range of 3–5. As a result, “Chronic disk displacement or mild degenerative joint disease (Piper’s 4b)” must be considered for this patient. Other clinical examination results (extra-oral examination, radiographic findings, etc.) must be combined with the result of JVA.
Nonphysiologic movements can be difficult to reproduce (due to conscious actions of the patient) and are questionable indicators of the functional state of the stomatognathic system. During mastication, the angle of the mandible as it approaches occlusion is quite different from that occurring with lateral excursions from centric occlusion. Interferences identified in lateral excursions may or may not represent functional interferences during mastication. For these reasons, chewing motions (which are subconscious, physiologic, and reproducible) are considered to be the most applicable for a clinical classification of TMD [59].

The fundamental quantity in mastication analysis is the chewing cycle, representing the motion of the mandible from occlusion to open and from open back to occlusion. The turning point (TP) is defined to be the most open position of the mandible in the middle of a chewing cycle. It averages about 2 mm laterally toward the working (chewing) side and normally 16 mm open from centric occlusion. The terminal chewing position (TCP) is defined as the most closed position of the mandible as it approaches occlusion during mastication. There may be a difference between TCP and maximum intercuspal position of between 0 and 5 mm, default value being 0.3 mm. This number determines the vertical thresholds of each chewing cycle in relation to the TCP of each cycle. For example, a value of 2 will cause the start of opening and ending of closing of a given cycle to be positioned a distance of 2 mm below the TCP. The value can range from 0.0 to 5.0 mm (default is 0.3). Swallowing occurs after every 5–10 chewings approximately. Mandible is in maximum intercuspal position during swallowing.

There are great differences between orthodontically Class I normal occlusion type and Class II malocclusion or Class III malocclusion chewing patterns. When we look at the breakdown of treatments, we can see many changes in the magnitude of chewing. The analysis of the patterns of chewing in the onset of treatment and later in the course of treatment will provide us concrete information on the success of the treatment [59–61]. Nowadays, though not routinely used, especially the measurement of chewing performance is important in terms of trying to measure the success of the treatment by comparing the values before and after treatment.

A classic pattern of chewing is basically examined in three parts [62, 63] (Figure 12):
1. Opening phase,
2. Closing phase, and
3. Occlusal phase.

There are various methods and tools for the examination of masticatory movements [34, 48, 64]. These methods can be grouped under three main headings [65]:
1. Masticatory movement analysis,
2. Masticatory muscles analysis,
3. Analysis of mastication product (analysis of the food).
However, chewing movements may also be useful in investigating temporomandibular disorders [66]. Masticatory analysis history is based on the beginning time of modern dentistry. In early studies, a video recorder has been used for taking serial pictures of chewing pattern. A rounded white paper part was attached to the patient’s chin, and serial pictures were taken from front of the face of the patient. In this system, a magnet attached onto the lower anterior teeth (Figure 13) and using a software, record video movie of movements of the magnet together with the mandible (Figure 14).

To record chewing patterns, a small magnet is placed on the vestibular side of the lower anterior teeth using a sticky wax (Figure 13). A headgear containing bilateral electromagnetic

![Figure 12](image1.png) A chewing pattern consists of three different phases: Opening(red), closing (blue) and occlusal phase (0 point in the diagram). From the opening phase to the closing phase, basically there are three parts in one cycle of mastication. Returning from opening phase is called a “turning point.”

![Figure 13](image2.png) Placing of magnet.
controller mechanism senses “xyz” position of the magnet within an accuracy of 0.1 mm. After aligning headgear, using its screw movements the magnet is recorded (Figure 14). Besides the analysis of mastication, this gear can be used to measure and record the range of motions of the jaw during speech, distance of the freeway space (with extreme accuracy), velocity and bite registrations. We can see exact positions of the mandible if we use this equipment simultaneously together with the joint vibration analysis (JVA).

The basic parameters of mastication analysis are given as follows:

5. Starting cycle

This is the first chewing cycle to display and analyze. The cycles before the designated starting cycle are neglected. Starting cycle is the default cycle. The first few cycles may be disregarded as they are more often inconsistent.

5.1. Maximum number of cycles to analyze

The maximum number of chewing cycles are averaged to calculate the average CP. It also determines how many cycles will be taken into account in the sweep and segmented XY views. Maximum number of cycles are variable between 10 and 30 (default value of number of cycles is 15).
5.2. Occlusal threshold (OT)

This number determines the vertical thresholds of each chewing cycle in relation to the TCP of each cycle. Occlusal threshold is the start and the end point of a cycle. For example, a value of 1.0 will cause the start of opening and end of closing of a given cycle to be positioned a distance of 1.0 mm below the TCP. The value can range from 0.0 to 5.0 mm. (default is 0.3 mm).

5.3. Standard deviation limit

The number of standard deviations is used as a limit when validating cycles. If a given cycle differs from the average of all cycles by more than this amount, it is marked as deviated and not correct. The value can range from 1.0 to 3.0 mm (default is 2.0).

5.4. What can be read from masticatory analysis?

There is a sample screen (the record has been taken from the sample record of User Manual of Bioresearch Inc., USA) [94] in Figure 15:

---

**Figure 15.** Mastication narrative: The patient chewed a bolus (gum) on the left side, and 15 chewing cycles were used to average the chewing pattern. The average opening time was consistently short at 225 ± 16 ms. The average closing time was consistently short at 232 ± 20 ms. The average occlusal time was consistently short at 240 ± 13 ms. The average cycle time was consistently short at 697 ± 17 ms. The average vertical turning point consistently occurred at 16.5 ± 1.0 mm from centric occlusion. The average anteroposterior turning point consistently occurred at 5.7 ± 0.6 mm from centric occlusion. The average lateral turning point consistently occurred at 2.1 ± 1.1 mm from centric occlusion. The average maximum lateral width of the chewing cycles was consistent at 4.2 ± 0.6 mm.
The following record is taken from a patient using full denture in the TMD Clinic of Istanbul Aydin University Dentistry Faculty (Figure 16):

In the research, studies of masticatory movements have been focused on following the two main types of motions:

- physiologic (functional) movements which occur during chewing
- nonphysiologic movements such as maximal opening/closing or maximum lateral excursions-border movements.

Average physiologic pattern of masticatory movements (Figures 15 and 16) is produced by a healthy stomathognathic system. It is result of a reflex mechanism and controlled by mechanoreceptors and proprioceptors located in periodontal ligaments [67]. Moreover, premature contact in masticatory occlusion may stimulate neural mechanisms in masticatory system (Figure 17).

The production of nonphysiologic movements otherwise is very difficult. There is also a quite difference between approaching angle of mandible in mastication and the angle of lateral excursion to the maximum intercuspal position. For these reasons, subconscious, physiologic and reflex chewing motions are considered to be the most applicable for a clinical classification of TMD. Mastication is a physiologic movement, but grinding of an empty mouth is a parafunctional movement. Masticatory movements start as a conscious movement and continue as reflex [69, 70]. Physiologic masticatory movements are controlled and protected by the neuromuscular system [67].

Figure 16. Chewing patterns of a CAD-CAM full denture patient.
Total quantity in mastication analysis is the chewing cycle, representing the motion of the mandible from occlusion to open and from open, back to maximum masticatory occlusion. The turning point (TP) is defined to be the masticatory open position of the mandible in the middle of a chewing cycle. It averages about 2 mm laterally toward the working (chewing) side and nominally 16 mm open from centric occlusion. The terminal chewing position (TCP) is defined as the most closed position of the mandible as it approaches occlusion during mastication (masticatory occlusion).

Chewing rhythm is closely related to the patients’ average chewing pattern (ACP). Average values of parts of chewing pattern are as follows:
1. Opening time is around 250 ms (± 50 ms), (one-third of total chewing cycle approx.)
2. Closing time is around 220 ms (± 50 ms), (one-third of total chewing cycle approx.)
3. Occlusion time is around 200 ms (± 50 ms), (one-third of total chewing cycle approx.)

We must consider a problem regarding to the joints if cycle time, opening, closing and occlusal time have an unusually longer or shorter value than normal.

Masticatory movements end in an occlusal phase. In an occlusal movement, lower teeth glide on upper teeth’s occlusal surface and stop at top maximum contact position of masticatory movement. This is not a maximum force position because maximum force position is not a functional situation but a conscious action. Maximum top position of masticatory movement can also be named as “reverse turning point” (RTP) of masticatory movement. Upper and
lower teeth are contacted slightly, or not any contact, and opening phase of mastication starts from this point. RTP point is illustrated in Figure 18:

Reverse turning position is not a harmful situation. Furthermore, the CNS reflex (Jaw Jerk Reflex) will form an early RTP point and will escape from excessive contact. This point is variable according to the harmonic masticatory movements of mandible. Normally, this

Figure 18. Opening phase of mastication starts from reverse turning point.

Reverse turning position is not a harmful situation. Furthermore, the CNS reflex (Jaw Jerk Reflex) will form an early RTP point and will escape from excessive contact. This point is variable according to the harmonic masticatory movements of mandible. Normally, this

Figure 19. The chewing record formed by RTP, and the pattern of the chewing movement was also affected.
neuromuscular behavior will protect the teeth and will not cause a problem in the joints. But if it lasts for a long time, the working side condenses will be under constant overpressure, which will cause the working joint to eventually break down. The early occurrence of the RTP point should be seen as an adverse symptom that should be corrected clinically for joints. EMG records (Figures 20) of unbalanced muscle force application with the chewing record (Figure 19) of a person in this situation can be seen below:

6. Computerized occlusal analysis

“To look at the occlusion and to see the occlusion.”

Occlusion analysis is one of the most complicated and sophisticated areas of dentistry. According to Prof. Dr. Senih Calikkocaoglu “Occlusion is a phenomenon related with bones, teeth, muscles and neurons.” It has four main key points:

1. Mandibular movements: controlled by joints, muscles and neural receptors,
2. Upper and lower teeth: end point of the movement - like a stopper, System likes a nut-crucker (Figure 21).
3. Masticatory muscles: apply force in a harmonized manner,
4. Neural system: controls the magnitude, duration and direction of forces.

*Prof. Dr. Senih Calikkocaoglu, Retired from Dentistry Faculty of Istanbul University, died in the year of 2016.
There are many dental disturbances to be linked to the occlusion: bruxism, attrition, erosion, abfraction, muscle pain dysfunction syndrome, TMJ problems, and so on, are typical examples [5, 13, 24, 61, 71–76]. Whether these disorders are related to occlusal discrepancies is the subject of occlusal analysis.

Occlusion analysis is simply the analysis of all contact positions based on the time vector during closing and departing of upper and lower teeth. Occlusal analysis gives to the clinician teeth position, relative force and time data. Additionally, occlusion analysis gives the sequential time and relative force data of occlusion. Occlusal analysis data present potential to make chance of commentary on pathological reasons of stomatognathic system. Occlusal papers and/or another occlusal indicators do not have that kind of ability.

The most disturbing situation about occlusion in dentistry is premature contact. As a dentist, we make restorations, bridges, crowns, orthodontic treatment, tooth extraction, and so on, and we may change the occlusion. In proprioceptive mechanism, premature contacts detected by mechanoreceptors in the periodontal ligaments may be harmful for teeth and other structures of stomatognathic system. Normally, temporomandibular joints are not affected immediately by this irregularity. During movements of the mandible, the inputs to muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs change. But their outputs are differently related to their respective inputs [77]. The reflex control of the mandible is of vital importance for the normal masticatory functioning of humans. Excitatory jaw reflexes are responsible for the rapid reaction to external stimuli to the masticatory muscles [67], while inhibitory jaw reflexes protect the system when sudden loads are applied to the muscles. The fine coordination of the mandibular function is the result of the balanced activation of these reflexes together with the activity of the masticatory muscles, the temporomandibular joints and the associated tissues [78]. Premature contacts are one of the most prominent jaw jerk reflex triggers [68]. The jaw jerk reflex is another protection control mechanism of the stomatognathic system, but it has slightly more rapid and more reflex characteristics than...
the RTP mechanism of the masticatory movements. After the first reaction, the Jaw Jerk Reflex turns to a RTP mechanism [79]. As we mentioned in the Mastication Analysis section of this chapter, if the reasons for the jaw jerk reflex persists for a long time, the working side condenses will be under constant overload and will cause the working joint to break down.

“Best Occlusion Analysis starts from Temporomandibular Joints” Peter Dawson [75, 80].

For many years, scientists created many theories on dental occlusion and its links to the occlusal problems and temporomandibular pathology. Occlusal theories have been focused on two principal matters:

1. Analysis of occlusion using simulation tools and articulators.
2. Working on the chairside, the computerized occlusal analysis technique.

There are many advantages in the second method. In-vitro occlusion analysis techniques are extremely difficult and long procedures. The main advantage of the first method is that it does not contain any risks, and dentist can work under very controlled conditions. But there are a lot of question on the details of the procedures; traditionally, more than one visit is required to complete analyzing and treatment. Working on stomatognathic system needs to be considered together with the neuromuscular mechanism. Articulators may be most useful tools for the production of dental restorations, but they cannot simulate the neuromuscular mechanism [81].

Computerized occlusal analysis systems are the fastest and safest way to check the dental occlusion. If not intervened, all occlusal contacts can be controlled in detail and sequentially together with relative force info. Analysis of the occlusion can be performed under maximum physiological conditions. Each intervention will be perceived by the neuromuscular mechanism, and the movement will not be a physiological function. Computerized occlusal analysis systems give us control of extreme physiologic occlusion [35, 82–86]. Actually, occlusal papers and similar indicators (wax, powder, shimstock, foil, etc.), which using intraoral indicators, are also not proper materials for occlusal diagnostics [87].

Because contact “hold” resistance levels are subjective. Therefore, it is a difficult guiding factor to utilize when selecting contacts to adjust the demonstrated variable forces are within occlusal contacts. Because shim stock foil does not mark the selected teeth, the articulating paper markings are the primary guide for the operator when selecting which contact(s) require adjustment.

It has been advocated in textbooks on occlusion [2, 3, 5–7] that mark area is a representative of the load contained within the mark. Legends to photographs depicting occlusal adjustment technique end results and paper mark appearance describe that large and dark marks indicate heavy load, and that smaller and light marks indicate lesser loads [5–7]. Additionally, the presence of many similar sized marks spread around the contacting arches is purported to indicate equal occlusal contact intensity, evenness, and simultaneity [1, 3].

Though occlusal indicators show prints of the end of the occlusion, they cannot provide important information such as which tooth tubercle is first in occlusion, which one is second or which one is last and the force differences between these points (Figures 22).
Owing to the computer technologies developed in recent years, we now have the chance to examine the intraoral occlusion as detailed as possible.

Computerized occlusion is the system that can be best examined today without disrupting the neuromuscular mechanism of the occlusion [20, 23, 38, 39, 83]. In this method, dynamic information of all occlusal contacts that occur when the patient closes and opens mouth is recorded digitally. T-Scan computerized occlusal analysis system (COAS) is one of the most advanced devices in the market today (Tekscan Inc., Boston, USA.) It is a unique system that allows the occlusion to be recorded from the beginning to the end.

COAS basically consists of three main parts as follows:

1. Sensor,
2. Hardware: handle and computer,
3. Software.

The sensor used in the system is ultra-fine plastic with a thickness of 0.1 mm (0.004 inch). This thin Figure 23 sensor does not change the neuromuscular pattern that defines the occlusion of the patient. When the patient bites the sensor, the mandibular functional movement is not changed. The occlusion phenomenon occurs physiologically and with the neuromuscular orientation of the patient at that time. Thus, the clinician can accurately see the functional occlusion at that time. Figure 24 shows the sensor used in the T-Scan computerized occlusal analysis system.

Case No.2.

Patient S.S. Age: 68, Male.

The patient with headache around anterior temporal area for approximately 7 years, occurring usually on mornings due to clenching of his teeth. There was a click sound on left TMJ.

Figure 22. Occlusal indicators such as occlusion paper may first show contacts first followed by consecutive contacts, but we can only see the last picture and not the events that occurred before [88]. Which is first, second and last? Occlusal paper is like a stamp that shows the static photo of a last step.
Radiographic (Figure 25) and intraoral examination: A remarkable abfraction detected and restored by fillings 3–4 times but the fillings dropped every time.

When the occlusal analysis was performed, discission time was found to be 0.48 s (Figure 26). Premature contacts identified after the evaluation of the occlusion. The premature contacts are eliminated using a fine diamond bur, and the disclusion time was reduced to 0.23 s. (Figure 27).

After equilibration of occlusion, composite restorations were performed on teeth with abfraction. For the next month, the patient was given another follow-up appointment. When he arrives a month later for his follow-up appointment; filling restorations are still standing. There was no headache, and the click sound was gone.

T-Scan records of before and after the occlusal stabilization of the patient are given as follows:

In the computerized occlusal analysis software, the graphic arc dimensions are automatically adjusted according to the size of the anterior teeth in routine clinical trials. (Figure 28).

However, if you need an in detail work and you need to see the occlusion in maximum precision you can choose to work with STL (STereoLithography) data. The great advantage of this method is that the tooth copies can be loaded automatically and individually. All teeth sizes are the same with the real dimensions. In this technique, upper and lower stone models are digitally scanned with an STL data ability scanner, and output data in the STL format are uploaded on the computer. Now, the clinician is able to analyze the occlusion in the real dimensions and locate the possible premature contacts precisely. (Figure 29).

Computerized occlusal analysis is currently the most powerful method of TMD clinics for the treatment of patients with muscle pain dysfunction syndrome [23, 68, 89, 90]. Especially with JAVA, it is now frequently used in clinical routine. Computerized occlusal analysis allows us to perform the following treatments [91]:
Figure 24. Application of computerized occlusal analysis system. In this case, patient’s stone model was scanned and model’s stl (STereoLithography) data were imported to the T-scan software. The occlusion analysis was performed on the real model’s 3D image.

Figure 25. Panoramic X-ray of the patient. He has various restorations both the upper and lowers of the posterior area.
Figure 26. Before occlusal equilibration.

Figure 27. After occlusal equilibration.
Figure 28. Central teeth dimensions are determinative; after the mesiodistal distance of the central teeth is entered, the dimensions of the other teeth are automatically calculated and the dental arch is formed.

Figure 29. Computerized Occlusion Analysis is currently the most powerful method of TMD clinics for treatment of patients with muscle pain dysfunction syndrome.
1. Muscle pain dysfunction syndrome can be removed very quickly,
2. Splint dependence at unbalanced anterior dislocations can be minimized,
3. Allows for occlusion stabilization in full mouth restorations [84],
4. Allows to keep occlusal stress within physiological limits in implant prosthetic studies [7].

The impact of occlusal forces on teeth is variable. Occlusal derangements in physiological limits are absorbed with the buffer ability of periodontal ligaments [92]. However, impact of premature contacts on periodontium is like jiggling, and this effect causes the enlargement of the alveolar space of teeth causing the teeth to loosen in alveolar space [93]. Therefore, it seems important to remove the occlusal traumas without causing any disruption on temporoman-
dibular joints.
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